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VBScript is modelled on Visual Basic and is used to generate powerful tools to help in error
handling, subroutines, and advanced programmes. It is used as a scripting mechanism for malware
because of a few techniques that make analysis difficult. PowerShell is also used to create malware
as it can be used to create automatic processes.
OVERVIEW
The sample intercepted is a VBScript that executes through PowerShell code and
communicates with malicious servers to download malware. Obfuscation and encoding
are techniques used to avoid detection mechanism. Obfuscated codes can be standard or
customized. Malware authors commonly use complex obfuscation and encoding
techniques.
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ENCODING AND OBFUSCATION
The VBScript contains a long string defined in the array “days” that seems to have
alphanumeric characters, as shown in the figure below:
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This string must be reversed. Reversing is done by the VBScript through a specified function
“revv”.
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After reversing the string, we obtain an encoded PowerShell code that is identified by the
commands “Powershell” and “-ExecutionPolicy Bypass”.
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Without the hash sign (#), we get a hex encoded string [toint16]. This must be converted into
ASCII to get readable strings.
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After decoding hex to ASCII, we get a complete PowerShell Code which contains commands
i.e. “ping” and “DownloadString”.
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INFECTION
The
initial
VBScript
contains
a
set
of
commands.
“winmgmts:{impersonationLevel=impersonate}!\\.\root\cimv2” sets the
Authentication Level to the credentials of the caller. “Win32_ProcessStartup”
represents the start-up configuration of the Windows Process. “Win32_Process“ creates a
new process using “Create” and executes the PowerShell code defined in “CO” variable.
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The final PowerShell code has a set of commands that are executed to download the malware.
The “*” in ‘*EX’ is replaced with “I”. The code then tests the internet connection on the victim
system using “$ping = test-connection -comp google.com -count 1 -Quiet”.
It then sets the Security Protocol (using “System.Net.SecurityProtocolType”) to
“3072” which is the TLS 1.2 protocol supported in Windows 7 [The test machine we used for
analysis]. The “System.Net.ServicePointManager” returns a ServicePoint object that
contains information about the connection between the host and the user. “(NewObject
Net.WebClient).DownloadString” is used to download the contents of the webpage
specified, in this case the webpage being “hxxp://paninoteka.si/Q19.jpg”.
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NETWORK TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
Before the actual connection with the specified URL, it tests the connection with “google.com” by
pinging it.
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The file attempts to communicate with the C2 server with the URL
“hxxp://paninoteka.si/Q19.jpg”.
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MITRE ATT&CK TECHNIQUES USED
Technique ID
T1059.001
T1059.005

Technique
Command and Scripting Interpreter: PowerShell
Command and Scripting Interpreter: Visual Basic

T1203
T1204.002
T1140
T1132.001

Exploitation for Client Execution
User execution: Malicious File
Deobfuscate/Decode Files or Information
Data Encoding:Standard Encoding

IOC’s
e5a9d90d7782f4b7cad1a580bf20ed79
hxxp://paninoteka.si/Q19.jpg
SUBEXSECURE PROTECTION
Subex Secure detects the VBScript sample as “SS_Gen_Downloader_VBS_D”.
OUR HONEYPOT NETWORK
This report has been prepared from the threat intelligence gathered by our honeypot
network. This honeypot network is today operational in 62 cities across the world. These
cities have at least one of the following attributes:
▪ Are landing centers for submarine cables
▪ Are internet traffic hotspots
▪ House multiple IoT projects with a high number of connected endpoints

▪ House multiple connected critical infrastructure projects
▪ Have academic and research centres focusing on IoT
▪ Have the potential to host multiple IoT projects across domains in the future
Over 3.5 million attacks a day are being registered across this network of individual
honeypots. These attacks are studied, analyzed, categorized, and marked according to a
threat rank index, a priority assessment framework that we have developed within
Subex. The honeypot network includes over 4000 physical and virtual devices covering
over 400 device architectures and varied connectivity mediums globally. These devices
are grouped based on the sectors they belong to for purposes of understanding sectoral
attacks. Thus, a layered flow of threat intelligence is made possible.

